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Infographics showing ProQuest ETD
coverage is incomplete
Posted on August 24, 2013

Chart shown above compares number of research dissertations produced in the United
States vs. the ProQuest’s full text holdings of these works.
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ProQuest’s own graphic showing Georgia Tech dissertations in the ProQuest Dissertations
& Theses Full Text database as of August 24, 2013. Note precipitous drop in ETD
submissions to the commercial ETD distributor once the University made submission
optional. Original ProQuest graph is modified slightly to display annual Record Counts from
Web page mouseovers statically on the graph.

Source: http://search.proquest.com/pqdtft. Search parameters were sch.Exact(“Georgia
Institute of Technology” OR “Georgia Institute of Technology, The George W. Woodruff
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School of Mechanical Engineering”) and Manuscript type: Doctoral dissertations”].

When Georgia Tech recently reconsidered its ETD publishing strategy by shifting to a
ProQuest optional policy, a persistent concern among campus ETD stakeholders was what
negative impact the University might see if their dissertations were not longer found in the
ProQuest database. This proved to be an unfounded concern. As explained by GT
scholarly communications librarian Fred Rascoe, writing in the recently published article
“ETD Management and Publishing in the ProQuest System and the University Repository: A
Comparative Analysis“:

“An informal survey of librarians showed the perception that the ProQuest Theses and
Dissertation database was fully comprehensive, and librarians feared that Georgia Tech
would lose prominence in ETD searches if deposits weren’t made to the ProQuest database.
Following up on these concerns, it was discovered that several schools…have stopped
submitting to ProQuest in recent years, meaning that a growing proportion of American ETDs
produced at top research institutions are missing from that company’s system. Further,
private correspondence with other libraries considered as peer institutions indicated an
intention to move in the direction of making ProQuest optional—suggesting a growing trend
that would further diminish the relative completeness of the commercial database.
Consideration was also given to the fact that Georgia Tech’s entire thesis and dissertation
collection has been digitized and made available to the whole campus, with citations
available to the whole world and full text available on request (through ILL). Furthermore, all
Georgia Tech ETDs from 2004 forward are available worldwide via open access. ProQuest
does not have a complete collection of historical Georgia Tech dissertations or theses and
would never ‘catch up’. This combination of factors assuaged library concerns about the
integrity and discoverability of the ETD collection at Georgia Tech.”

What was the discrepancy between Georgia Tech’s holdings and those of ProQuest?
According to Fred, “searches for Georgia Tech works in the database indicate that ProQuest
holds just 35% of the Institute’s graduate output from 1925 to the present.” By contrast,
“Georgia Tech ETDs exist in digital format in the SMARTech repository and the collection is
100% complete.”

And that was before the institution went ProQuest optional.

The fact of the matter is that, historically speaking, ProQuest and its predecssor University
Microfilms, have never attracted all American dissertations. The graph at the top of this
posting shows the total number of American research dissertations produced over the past
half century, based on data from the National Science Foundation and Survey of Earned
Doctorates [SED/NSF data from http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/sed/2011/pdf/tab2.pdf]. On
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the right hand side is the count for ProQuest’s full-text holdings for this same category of
works, representing about 51% of the total.

The half-century time slice shown in the graph above represents the highest coverage
ProQuest has for American dissertations — ergo, this is as good as it gets. Extending the
investigation to earlier years would decrease the ProQuest percentage because of
universities’ lag in adopting the UMI dissertation microfilming program, which started as a
small pilot in the late 1930’s and found broader support from the Association of Research
Libraries in the 1950’s and 1960’s.

Extending the timeline to the most recent years also exposes greater gaps in ProQuest
coverage because of the growing trend in going ProQuest optional among American
doctorate-granting institutions (Stanford, Michigan, Texas, Georgia Tech, and Louisiana State
being the largest, with MIT and Florida students sending abstracts-only without full text to
Ann Arbor.)

In sum, these infographics reflect an important truth about the ProQuest thesis and
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3 THOUGHTS ON “INFOGRAPHICS SHOWING PROQUEST ETD COVERAGE IS INCOMPLETE”

dissertation database. While extensive in its holdings of American dissertations, it is by no
means complete. Universities concerned with making their ETDs discoverable have very
effective options for doing so, whether or not they require students to submit their works to a
commercial redistributor.

This entry was posted in Historical perspectives, Proquest Digital Dissertations
database, Proquest Optional policy by gclement. Bookmark the permalink
[http://sites.tdl.org/fuse/?p=757] .

Anne
on August 28, 2013 at 9:58 am said:

Where are users finding those dissertations no longer being sent to ProQuest? Are
they all being catalogued in OCLC with lots of great metadata so users can find
them? Are they all going into Google Scholar? Do users have to go to all of the
different university web sites in order to get the full text?

I think having these EDTs available through open access is wonderful, as long as
users can still easily find them. Even with ProQuest’s issues as stated in the report,
at least PQDT covered a lot of these items in one place for users to search.

I am no longer a public services librarian, so I’m sure that I just missed the answer to
this question somewhere.

Naka Ishii
on August 28, 2013 at 11:19 am said:

Probably no search is comprehensive, but there is the Networked Digital Library of
Theses and Dissertations: http://www.ndltd.org/
“an international organization dedicated to promoting the adoption, creation, use,
dissemination, and preservation of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs). We
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support electronic publishing and open access to scholarship in order to enhance the
sharing of knowledge worldwide. Our website includes resources for university
administrators, librarians, faculty, students, and the general public. Topics include
how to find, create, and preserve ETDs; how to set up an ETD program; legal and
technical questions; and the latest news and research in the ETD community.”

gclement
on August 28, 2013 at 11:25 am said:

And a newer entry into the discovery of ETDs on the web is the OATD.org
portal: http://oatd.org/

Check an earlier posting on FUSE for an interview with the OATD.org
founder, Thomas Dowling, formerly manager of the OhioLINK ETD database.

http://oatd.org/

